AGENDA

1. Ethics Reminder – Dr. Rick Langley, Chairman, N.C. Pesticide Board
   MANDATORY ETHICS INQUIRY - North Carolina General Statute 138A-15(e) mandates that the Board Chair shall remind all Board Members, of their duty to avoid conflicts of interest and appearances of conflict under this Chapter, and that the chair also inquire as to whether there is any known conflict of interest or appearance of conflict with respect to any agenda item coming before the Board at this time. It is the duty of each Member who is aware of such personal conflict of interest or of an appearance of a conflict, to notify the Chair of the same, and to refrain from inappropriate participation on that agenda item.

2. Consider Board Minutes from the January 25, 2022, meeting

3. Pesticide Environmental Trust Fund, Final Report
   WPS Respiratory Protection Support
   -Dr. Robin Tutor-Marcom, NC Agromedicine Institute

4. Consider Settlement Agreements
   N.C. Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services, Structural Pest Control and Pesticides Division, v.
   IR20-024 Mark Austin Smith
   IR20-035 Jeff Benfield
   IR20-069 Mitchell Bottomley
   IR20-076 Christopher R. Wiggins
   IR20-091 Christine Ruiz
   IR20-093(A) Drew Griffin
   IR20-093(B) Harold E. Apple, Jr.
   IR20-095 Jerry R. Robinson
   IR20-096 Tommie L. Wiggins
   IR20-098 Charles Boyd
   IR20-106 Jodon C. Jamison
   IR21-003 Michael J. Mourdry
   IR21-005(B) Roger E. Johnsonbaugh
   IR21-010 Simplot Agribusiness
   IR21-019 Kenneth R. Poorman, III
   IR21-022 Jamie Beasley
   IR21-027 Landon Scott Dail
   IR21-028 Don A. Smith
   IR21-039 Kyle G. Easley
   IR21-041 Jerry A. Dowless, Jr.
   IR21-043 Andrew M. Bland

5. Formal Hearings
   N.C. Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services, Structural Pest Control and Pesticides Division, v.
   IR19-052 Dennis Wilson
   IR19-083 Joel Lineberger